




Numerical Analysis on Thermal Characteristics of "Sudare" 
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図6 微小面 iと曲面 Jとの間の幾何関係
ち伊りは， 図6の幾何関係において，次式的で与えられ
る。
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婦鐙他:すだれの日射しゃへい
E R 1 
ER2 
lブロ yクへの入射!il: 1・日終 の々表!日で吸収
JSOしが i・日へ入射 反射が行われる
i遅過IiU[が内側1)へ ERl=p El 




















図9 日射の吸収 ・反射 ・透過の過程
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“Sudare" is the traditional device to control the incident solar radiation upon the opening of a building. However， 
the thermal performance of it has not been investigated yet.百leobjective of this pap巴ris to find its thermal character-
istics and the amount of heat exchange. In the first place formulation to calculate radiative heat transfer of the Sudare 
was carried out under the hypothesis that the Sudare consisted of parallel infinite cylinders. Radiative heat exchange 
between the cylinders was calculated by multiple refIection analysis. Under the combined conditions of the refIectivity 
of its material， solar profile angle and the radio of radius to distance between two cylinders， transmitted， absorbed 
and refIected energy to th巴incidentsolar radiation were calculated by the formulated equations. Charts to calculate 
the transmittance from the readings of profile angle were constructed for practical applications. 
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